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Administrative Law

Oregon Administrative Law
Oregon Administrative Law is an authoritative analysis of administrative law in Oregon, with a special focus on the particular interests of the private practitioner. Learn about: local government public hearing procedures; when an agency may issue a civil penalty; the circumstances in which an agency rule or order may be judicially reviewed; which alternative processes and forums are available for resolving disputes with agencies; the considerations when representing a client in a criminal enforcement proceeding; how administrative law judges are selected; and much more. Written and edited by experienced lawyers who practice before a wide range of administrative agencies in Oregon. Publication includes the 2016 Supplement.

- 2010 1 Vol with 2016 Supplement [408.10K] $305
- 2016 Supplement [408.16KS] $70

Appellate Practice

Appeal and Review: The Basics
Based on reader feedback, Appeal and Review: The Basics is a major departure from the previous edition. This new edition covers the fundamental procedural and substantive areas with which every appellate practitioner—at every level of experience—must be familiar. Get answers to questions like these: What are the basic elements of a good brief? What special considerations should be taken into account when appealing criminal, juvenile, or workers’ compensation cases? What factors should be considered when selecting and evaluating issues to appeal? And much more.

- 2010 1 vol. with binder [415.10K] $228

Appeal and Review: Beyond the Basics
This second volume of the Appeal and Review series, written by appellate judges, longtime appellate lawyers, and Oregon’s Appellate Commissioner, contains those invaluable practice tips that will take your appellate advocacy to the next level.

- 2013 1 vol. [416.13B] $144

Alternative Dispute Resolution

ADR in Oregon
- Whether you call it Alternative Dispute Resolution or Appropriate Dispute Resolution, methods of resolving your clients’ legal matters range far beyond litigation. ADR in Oregon provides the nuts and bolts of arbitration, mediation, collaborative law, and more. Whether your client’s case is subject to mandatory arbitration or you are simply looking for a more cost-effective way to resolve the dispute, ADR in Oregon will point the way. Benefitting from the wisdom of an all-new editorial review board, this completely reorganized and revised resource answers your questions concerning ADR generally and in specific practice areas.

- 2019 2 Vols. [420.KT] $310
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A Word of Thanks
OSB Legal Publications appreciates the efforts of our volunteer authors and editors, whose generous contributions of time, talent, and expertise make each legal publication a valuable resource for Oregon lawyers.
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Business Law

Advising Oregon Businesses Series
Covering virtually every aspect of business law, this set is Oregon’s foremost resource on business law.

Advising Oregon Businesses
Volumes 1 and 2
Advising Oregon Businesses provides the tools you need to assist your business clients in choosing and organizing a business entity. This must-have resource is written and edited by Oregon’s foremost business law lawyers. Volumes 1 and 2 have been completely revised to include new topics, 2017 legislation, and one new chapter on where to incorporate.

- 2017 2 vols., with binders [410.17K] $420

Volumes 3 and 4
Written and edited by Oregon’s foremost business law lawyers, Advising Oregon Businesses, volumes 3 and 4, provides extensive coverage of some of the finer, more advanced aspects of business law. Topics include acquisitions, government contracts, insurance, business valuation, bankruptcy, intellectual property, and a new chapter on licensing. This set is a valuable resource for any attorney with business clients.

- 2018 2 vols., with binders [411.18KT] $420

Volume 5
Covering partnerships, limited liability companies, C and S corporation formation and operation, corporate reorganizations, business acquisitions, and intellectual property agreements, Advising Oregon Businesses, volume 5 puts a myriad of forms and agreements at your fingertips. Each form relates to material covered in the rest of the Advising Oregon Businesses series. Most forms include comments, citations to statutes and legal authorities, and alternative clauses to help you tailor them to your clients’ needs.

- 2019 1 Vol. [412.KT] $175

Construction Law

Construction Law in Oregon, 2019 Edition
The Oregon State Bar issued the first publication on construction law in 1989. It was an overwhelming success. Updates were published in 1993, 1997, and 2004. They have been likewise successful. The construction and design area of law continues to expand, and there are an ever-increasing number of lawyers representing clients in this practice area.

Construction Law in Oregon is the top resource for Oregon lawyers involved in commercial, design-build, residential, or state and local government construction projects. This book provides the information needed to successfully negotiate construction contracts, and handle disputes, claims, liens, bonds, and federal procurements. This edition includes a new chapter on insurance coverage issues. We are also offering a companion Construction Law Codebook with relevant Oregon statutes and select federal laws to aid you in your practice.


Construction Law Codebook, 2019 Edition
This companion to Construction Law in Oregon, 2019 Edition, includes relevant Oregon statutes and select federal laws to aid you in your practice. This paperback codebook puts the essential construction law statutes at your fingertips. This codebook serves as a companion to Construction Law in Oregon, but is also a useful stand-alone resource. It includes 2018 and 2019 legislation. This publication is not available on BarBooks™.

- 2019 2 Vols. [440.19CB] $100

Contract Law

Construction Law in Oregon
Construction Law in Oregon is the top resource for Oregon lawyers involved in commercial, design-build, residential, or state and local government construction projects. This book provides the information needed to successfully negotiate construction contracts, and handle disputes, claims, liens, bonds, and federal procurements. This edition includes a new chapter on insurance coverage issues. We are also offering a companion Construction Law Codebook with relevant Oregon statutes and select federal laws to aid you in your practice.


Construction Law Codebook
This paperback codebook puts the essential construction law statutes at your fingertips. This codebook serves as a companion to Construction Law in Oregon, but is also a useful stand-alone resource. It includes 2018 and 2019 legislation. This publication is not available on BarBooks™.

- 2019 2 Vols. [440.19CB] $100

Contract Law in Oregon
From formation to execution, this book covers all of the intricacies of Oregon contract law, including: elements of a contract, remedies for breach, obstacles to contract formation, capacity, statute of frauds, parol evidence rule and integration, third-party beneficiaries, and contract defenses. The 2008 supplement includes information on: enforceability of arbitration clauses, admissibility of extrinsic evidence to establish ambiguity in a contract term, methodology for interpreting insurance policies, and much more.

- 2003 1 vol. with 2008 supplement [450.03K] $210

Browse the online catalog: www.osbar.org/publications
Criminal Law

The newly-revised three-volume Criminal Law book is essential for Oregon lawyers who practice criminal law. Topics covered in this comprehensive resource range from search and seizure to postconviction proceedings, plus a new chapter on victims’ rights. Drawing on the wisdom of the experts in criminal law in Oregon, this book will save you time and resources.

- 2013 3 vols with binders [460.13K] $432

Consumer Law in Oregon

With Consumer Law in Oregon, you can easily protect your clients’ financial interests and advise them about available rights and remedies. Anyone who has had trouble with unethical bill collectors, delinquent debtors, inaccurate credit reports, difficult consumers, or dishonest salespeople will value this book. It answers questions about mortgages, student loans, automobile warranties, health insurance contracts, and more.


Creditors’ Rights & Remedies

This book contains the latest developments in debtor-creditor law and a wealth of practice tips to make you an efficient and effective lawyer. The 2016 revision will completely update the prior revision and supplement, and also includes several revised chapters from Foreclosing Security Interests. It focuses on Oregon case law and statutes, and presents explanations of federal law where applicable.

- 2016 1 vol. [455.16K] $315

Environmental Law

Environmental Law, Vol. 1: Regulation and Permitting

Save time and money by beginning your research of environmental issues with this first of five volumes of our Environmental Law series. This resource will help you evaluate and understand the current law and administrative procedure relating to air quality, water quality, and waste handling. This volume includes:

- Updated EPA guidance on the Clean Water Act
- New DEQ procedures and guidance
- Updates to the classifications of solid waste
- Updated treatment and disposal standards for hazardous waste
- Oregon’s state air toxics program
- And much more....

The 2013 volume replaces and updates parts of our Environmental and Natural Resources Law publication.

- 2013 1 vol. softbound [468.13B] $150

Consumer Law in Oregon

With Consumer Law in Oregon, you can easily protect your clients’ financial interests and advise them about available rights and remedies. Anyone who has had trouble with unethical bill collectors, delinquent debtors, inaccurate credit reports, difficult consumers, or dishonest salespeople will value this book. It answers questions about mortgages, student loans, automobile warranties, health insurance contracts, and more.


Criminal Law

Elder Law

A comprehensive guide to elder law in Oregon, Elder Law, 2017 Revision, is designed exclusively for the attorney whose practice includes elder law, estate planning, health law, family law, or litigation. Elder Law will examine key issues affecting elderly or disabled clients.

- 2016 1 vol. [467.17K] $282

Debtor/Creditor

Elder Law

Administering Oregon Estates

If you assist clients in estate planning matters, chances are you’ll also administer many of their estates. From initiating a probate proceeding to managing and distributing estate assets, Administering Oregon Estates will help you guide the personal representative through the process. The 2018 legislative supplement highlights changes to Oregon law resulting from legislative amendments made in 2013 through 2018, including the following:

- New procedures allowing the proponent of a writing that does not comply with the formalities of a validly executed will to establish that the decedent intended the writing to constitute the decedent’s will, a partial or complete revocation of the will, or (3) an addition to or an alteration of the will.
- Updated bonding requirements in probate proceedings.
- Amendments to statutes regarding notice in probate proceedings and will contests.
- New provisions regarding attorney fees, advance directives, and the personal representative’s compensation.
- Provisions relating to when a child “conceived from the genetic material of a decedent who died before the transfer of the decedent’s genetic material into a person’s body” is entitled to an interest in the decedent’s estate.

- 2018 Legislative Supplement [405.18S] $105
- 2012 Revision w/ 2018 Legislative Supplement [405.12K] $305
- 2016 1 vol. softbound [468.13B] $150
Administering Trusts in Oregon

Administering Trusts in Oregon includes all you need to know to ensure your clients’ peace of mind. With this new edition, you will confidently represent your clients under the Oregon Uniform Trust Code and always be prepared with up-to-date, essential information on trust administration.

- [407.17K] $305.00

Oregon Probate and Uniform Trust Codebook, 2019 Edition

This small paperback codebook puts the essential probate and uniform trust code statutes at your fingertips. Serves as a companion to Administering Trusts in Oregon, but is also a useful stand-alone resource.

- [565.19B] $100

Guardianships, Conservatorships, and Transfers to Minors

The title says it all — Guardianships, Conservatorships, and Transfers to Minors is used by lawyers and judges as a helpful reference guide to Oregon guardianship and conservatorship law. First published in 1993, this sixth edition is a comprehensive guide to protective proceedings in Oregon. In a convenient and affordable paperback format, this book is so versatile that you’ll want to keep it on your desk for easy use. When you have to respond quickly to a guardianship or conservatorship situation, this book will prove to be invaluable.

- [492.18B] $165.00

The Ethical Oregon Lawyer

Ethics is a piece of the puzzle for every legal practice and every case you handle. No matter what your practice area, you need to follow the disciplinary rules—for yourself and for your clients. But you often have questions about how to do that. The Ethical Oregon Lawyer is the best resource to help you fill in all the pieces of the puzzle and to answer these ethics questions and more:

- How are attorney fees governed?
- What constitutes competent representation?
- What limitations do lawyers face when advertising their services?
- What rights does an accused lawyer have in a disciplinary hearing?
- How do the Oregon RPCs affect a lawyer’s duty of confidentiality?
- In which circumstances may a lawyer ethically withdraw from a case?
- And many more…

- 2015 1 vol. [470.15K] $275

Oregon Formal Ethics Opinions

The new edition of the Oregon Formal Ethics Opinions replaces the 2005 revision and all supplements. It includes: Revised comments to all 2005 opinions with updated cross-references to The Ethical Oregon Lawyer, 2015 Revision, and other resources; new comments to all opinions issued in 2006 and later; one new opinion issued and twenty-six opinions that were revised by the Legal Ethics Committee in 2015; and nine opinions that were revised by the LEC in 2016.

The 2018 supplement includes: new opinions issued in 2018; opinions revised in 2018; and updated subject index and updated opinions citatory. Also includes the most recent version of the Oregon Rules of Professional Conduct dated January 1, 2018.

- 2016 Edition w/2018 Supplement [470.16K] $210
- 2018 Supplement ONLY [476.18K] $60

Ethics

Oregon Rules of Professional Conduct Annotated

This new offering from the Oregon State Bar Legal Publications Department is a companion to the Oregon Formal Ethics Opinions, and includes: Summaries of all cases involving violation of Oregon RPCs and corresponding DRs (where applicable); sanctions imposed in each case indicated in parentheses for quick reference; and cross-references to discussions of the Oregon RPCs in The Ethical Oregon Lawyer, 2015 Revision. The 2018 supplement includes: full text of all Oregon RPCs that have been revised since release of the 2017 Edition; summaries of all 2017 Disciplinary Board Reporter cases and new Oregon Formal Ethics Opinions; sanctions imposed in each case indicated in parentheses for quick reference; and a new table of cases that includes rule violations and imposed sanctions.

- 2016 Edition w/2018 Supplement [476.16K] $210
- 2018 Supplement ONLY [476.18K] $60

Browse the online catalog: www.osbar.org/publications
Family & Juvenile Law

Family Law
New Edition Coming Soon!

Juvenile Law: Dependency
Represent your clients—both juveniles and parents—effectively with Juvenile Law: Dependency. Written by public defenders, state attorneys, private practitioners, and judges, Juvenile Law deals with issues relevant to dependency cases, child abuse reporting, hearings and motions, and adoption proceedings. It offers a thorough examination of the Juvenile Code as well as the code's case law interpretations, includes the latest legislative developments and cases, and is full of practice tips and forms. Order your copy today and have the creative solutions your clients need at your fingertips.

- 2017 1 vol. [501.17K] $318

Juvenile Law: Delinquency
Represent your juvenile clients effectively with Juvenile Law: Delinquency. Written by public defenders, state attorneys, private practitioners, and judges, this second volume of Juvenile Law deals with issues relevant to delinquency cases, from custody and intake through appeals, as well as expunction of juvenile court records. It offers a thorough examination of the Juvenile Code as well as the code's case law interpretations, includes the latest legislative developments and cases, and is full of practice tips. This volume also includes the full text of the Juvenile Code and bills passed in 2018 and 2019 for quick reference to the statutes. Order your copy today and have the solutions your clients need at your fingertips.

- 2019 1 Vol. [501.19KT] $300

General Practice

Annie and the Octopus: Common Law Indemnity
Did you ever think a law book could be entertaining? And if, against all odds, you found an entertaining law book, what do you think its topic would be? You probably wouldn't have guessed “common-law indemnity.” Well, Annie & the Octopus is here to surprise you. In engaging fashion, this book gives down-to-earth advice on asserting and defending a common-law indemnity claim. It tackles complex statutes and confusing case law to cover the following subjects:

- history of common-law indemnity
- elements and proof required
- statutes of limitation and repose
- vouching in
- settlement of the underlying case
- defense-cost indemnity
- predictions for the future of indemnity

This is not your typical law book. If you want a stodgy old tome of dry legal writing, look elsewhere. You might just find yourself reading Annie & the Octopus for fun.

- 1 vol. softbound [576.18B] $130

Oregon Constitutional Law, 2013 Edition
Oregon was a pioneer of the movement to interpret state constitutions independently of the U.S. Constitution. Not only does the Oregon Constitution address many of the rights protected by the federal Constitution, but it also defines many of the powers that the federal Constitution reserved for the states. Oregon attorneys must be familiar with the Oregon Constitution and the appellate courts' interpretations of it. This first edition of Oregon Constitutional Law is designed for exactly that purpose. It covers many of the rights protected by Article I, Oregon's Bill of Rights, as well as the initiative and referendum processes, financing of state government, taxation, and home rule. More importantly, it includes practical advice about how to litigate state constitutional issues. This book is an essential resource for every Oregon practitioner.

- 2013 1 vol. [581.13B] $185

Interpreting Oregon Law
Prepare yourself to argue for the proper interpretation of a statute, administrative rule, or constitutional provision on behalf of your client. Edited by Judge Jack Landau, an expert in statutory interpretation, this publication will guide you through the PGE statutory construction analysis as recently modified by Gaines so that you will be prepared to effectively argue your case at trial and on appeal.

- 2009 1 vol. softbound [496.09B] $82.50

Veterans, Military Servicemembers, and the Law
Rights of Veterans and Military Servicemembers is a new resource developed in conjunction with the Military and Veterans Law Section. It highlights the vast military presence in Oregon, emphasizing the need for legal resources to support our veterans and military. It also provides information about legal rights and benefits that may alter how you practice when your client or opponent is a veteran or military servicemember.

- 1 vol. softbound [575.17B] $162

Oregon Cannabis Codebook, 2020 Edition
Cannabis, both medical and recreational, has been legal in Oregon since 2015. The legislatures and agencies continue to add to the statutes and rules to address this rapidly evolving area of law. Get the latest edition of Oregon Cannabis Codebook and have the statutes and related administrative rules at your fingertips.

- 2020 2 Vols. [499.20CB] $115

Browse the online catalog: www.osbar.org/publications
Rights of Foreign Nationals
This second edition of Rights of Foreign Nationals addresses issues affecting foreign nationals living in Oregon by combining relevant statutes, rules, and cases on matters such as domestic relations, employment, personal injuries, criminal offenses, business law, and public benefits. It includes a new chapter on airport issues. This valuable reference will help lawyers avoid potential pitfalls, and highlights situations in which standard advice for a citizen client might be inappropriate for a noncitizen client.

- 2020 1 Vol. [549.20B] $120

Oregon Automobile Law Compilation, 2019 Edition
Most of your clients have at least one automobile, or are impacted by the presence of automobiles in their lives. Whether it’s a consumer issue, an insurance coverage issue, or a tort or criminal law problem, Oregon Automobile Law Compilation has the answers you need. The second edition of this popular volume pulls together, in one convenient resource, chapters from several other Legal Publications titles, each of which deals with automobiles in some way.

- 2019 1 Vol. [725.KT] $115

Insurance Law
Insurance Law in Oregon, 2020 Edition
This new edition of Insurance Law in Oregon is completely reorganized and updated, with 12 chapters covering new subject matter never before included in this publication. Our expert authors explain the fundamental issues of insurance law, such as interpreting policy language and the insurer’s duty to defend, settle, and pay. In addition, they address cutting edge issues, such as cyber and privacy insurance and employment practices liability insurance. This comprehensive resource will make a perfect addition to your library.

- 2020 [497.20K] $320

Oregon Insurance Law Codebook, 2020 Edition
This two-volume codebook puts the Oregon Insurance Code at your fingertips. This codebook serves as a companion to Insurance Law in Oregon, but is also a useful stand-alone resource. It includes 2018 and 2019 legislation. This publication is not available on BarBooks™.

- 2020 [497.20CB] $105

Labor & Employment Law
Labor and Employment Law: Private Sector
A concise and informative guide to state and federal law governing the duties of employers and the rights of employees, this title offers a balanced perspective from both the employer’s and employee’s point of view. The 2011 revision includes two new chapters: one on enforcement of wage and hour laws, and one on the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act, as well as completely revised and updated chapters. Topics include: analysis of the 2010 Oregon law that created employment protections for uniformed servicemembers in both the private and public sectors; updates to Oregon’s employment discrimination statute; a review of the expanded employment and leave protections for families of servicemembers under the federal Family and Medical Leave Act; and much more.

- 2011 2 vols. [505.11K] $253

Labor and Employment Law: Public Sector
This completely revised edition illustrates the current state of the law regarding public sector labor matters and selected aspects of public employment. Highlights include: a new chapter on military leave, detailed legislative history of the Public Employee Collective Bargaining Act, and a new section analyzing disclosure of information or records regarding law enforcement and public safety employees. This book conveniently compiles the rules and laws governing Oregon’s public sector employees and employers in two handy volumes.


Fee Agreement Compendium, 2018 Edition
Most lawyer-client disputes involve fees. A clear, written agreement between lawyer and client can help prevent misunderstandings, fee disputes, and malpractice claims. The fifth edition of Fee Agreement Compendium is an essential practice tool that covers important information Oregon lawyers need regarding ethics issues, billing costs, credit issues, retainer letters, and IOLTA.

Here are just a few reasons why you need this new edition:

- There are now 42 forms, including general fee agreements, checklists, sample clauses, and specific fee agreements for nine discrete practice areas.
- Each set of forms is preceded by clearly organized notes and comments regarding usage.
- Agreements and letters are written in plain language so that a client can understand the document.
- Essential bankruptcy disclosure statements are included in the bankruptcy chapter, along with the fee agreements.
- Four engagement letters, six nonengagement letters, and three disengagement letters are included.
- All ethics rules and ethics opinions citations have been updated.

Oregon Attorney Fee Compilation, 2014 Edition

Real Property

Land Use
Now completely revised, Land Use explains how the statewide planning goals and land use regulations may restrict your clients’ uses of their property, how to work with local governments, and what to do if your client’s case leads to litigation. Topics include: in-depth analysis of Ballot Measures 37 and 49; RLUIPA and FHA’s effect on land use planning in Oregon; discussion of proposed 2010 amendments to LUBA rules of procedure; constitutional issues in annexations; review of tax incentives, exemptions, and credits related to land use; and citizen involvement in the land use planning process.

Oregon Real Estate Deskbook
2015 Edition
This complete reorganization of the five current real estate series books, combining chapters that covered the same topics from different angles. In addition, the Oregon Real Estate Deskbook includes updated chapters from Foreclosing Security Interests and eleven new chapters. A must for all real estate attorneys.

The new five-volume book can be purchased as a complete set or as individual volumes. The comprehensive tables and index, included with the complete set, can be included with the purchase of any one individual volume. The Oregon Real Estate Codebook, which contains the primary Oregon Revised Statutes related to real estate, is also available as an add-on to the Oregon Real Estate Deskbook and can be inserted into the same binders as the tables and index.

Oregon Real Estate Deskbook
- Complete set, including Vols. 1–5 and Tables and Index [590.15K] $1,633
- Volume 1 [591.15KT] $354
- Volume 2 [592.15K] $330
- Volume 3 [593.15K] $330
- Volume 4 [594.15K] $306
- Volume 5 [595.15K] $330

Real Property (cont’d)

Torts

Completely revised, the Torts 2-volume set will help you plead—or defend—your case, from black-letter law and case citations to analysis and commentary from Oregon’s foremost tort law experts. Topics include: intentional torts, sexual misconduct, defamation and invasion of privacy, negligence, malpractice, products liability, toxic torts, liquor liability, commercial torts, wrongful death, claims against governmental bodies, statutory torts, statutes of limitations and repose, vicarious liability, joint tortfeasors, and indemnity and contribution. Will include 2012 legislation.

Torts

Trial Practice and Litigation

Damages
2016 Revision
From compensatory damages to punitive damages to nonmonetary remedies, the award of damages is what brings your client to the civil courtroom. Damages is your essential resource to determine the types of damages awards and remedies that may be available to your clients.

- 2016 2 vols. [465.16K] $396

Federal Civil Litigation in Oregon
Specifically designed for attorneys practicing in the federal district court in Oregon, this book includes detailed discussions of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in conjunction with the local rules for Oregon and relevant case law. Highlights include: new chapters on preservation, discovery, and presentation of electronic evidence, and e-filing, FRCP amendments taking effect in December 2009, effect of the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005 on federal jurisdiction over class actions, and discussion of recent Ninth Circuit cases on general and specific jurisdiction. This revision also includes over 2,500 cases.

- 2009 2 vols. [487.09K] $114
Oregon Civil Pleading and Litigation, 2020 Edition

Lead the way to justice for your clients with this new resource, a must-have for any Oregon lawyer who handles civil cases. Whether you litigate often or only try one case per year, the tools you need are in Oregon Civil Pleading and Litigation.

Written and peer-reviewed by expert litigators, this book will guide you from the initial client interview and evaluation of a case to posttrial matters and preparing for the appeals process. Includes citations to and discussion of over 2,500 cases and 2,400 statutes and rules, as well as 150 forms.

- 2020 [435.20K] $475

Uniform Civil and Criminal Jury Instructions

These instructions are used by most judges in Oregon courts and by counsel throughout the state. Books and forms on CD are updated annually.

Civil Volume

In 2020, the Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions Committee added unconscious-bias language to general instructions to encourage jurors to be aware of their unconscious biases so they don’t influence decision making; rewrote verdict instructions to require unanimous guilty verdicts (per Ramos v. Louisiana); conformed hit-and-run instructions to the new statutory scheme; and revised the controlled substances chapter, including writing over 30 new marijuana instructions. Includes digital download of all instructions.

- Civil Jury Instructions: 2020 supplement only [555.20KS] $55

Criminal Volume

The Uniform Civil Jury Instructions Committee updated 12 instructions and withdrew one instruction. The committee completed its review of all instructions last updated in 2005, including instructions related to liquor liability and condemnation. The committee also updated instructions in the areas of burden of proof and unlawful trade practices. Additionally, the committee worked together with the Criminal Jury Instruction Committee and incorporated unconscious-bias language into three introductory civil jury instructions, which mirrors language incorporated into the introductory criminal jury instructions.

- Criminal Jury Instructions: 2020 supplement Only [565.20KS] $80

Workers’ Compensation

This book provides you with the information that you need regarding the compensability of on-the-job injuries. Highlights include: statutory changes taking effect July 2009, the Oregon Safe Employment Act, under which circumstances attorney fees are awarded in workers’ compensation cases, how a claim is processed, helpful tips for conducting an interview with an injured worker, and much more.
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